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“Usage of coffee and sandwich shops has remained strong
between 2016 and 2017 despite the increasing costs of

coffee and Brexit impacting upon consumer confidence.
The need for convenient hot drink and food options will

help to sustain the market throughout 2017, while the need
for healthier options will help to attract the attention of

health-conscious consumers.”
– Brian O’Connor, Senior Consumer Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

This report looks at the following areas:

• What types of outlets do consumers visit for hot drinks and sandwiches?
• What reasons motivate Irish consumers to visit coffee & sandwich shops?
• How has the Brexit result impacted out-of-home usage of coffee & sandwich shops?
• What impact will increased concern regarding salt and sugar have on consumer usage of

coffee & sandwich shops?
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International coffee chains are the key providers

Service stations see strong RoI usage
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Figure 32: Consumers who have visited a coffee shop or sandwich shop in the last three months to catch up with friends or family, by
social class, NI and RoI, June 2017

NI consumers more likely to use coffee/sandwich shops as part of a day out
Figure 33: Consumers who have visited a coffee shop or sandwich shop in the last three months as part of a day out, by gender, NI
and RoI, June 2017

Recycling a key priority for coffee shops
Figure 34: Agreement with statements relating to coffee shops and sandwich shops, NI and RoI, June 2017

Coffee cup waste a hot button issue

Larger chains seen as offering consistent quality
Figure 35: Agreement with the statement ‘You know what to expect in terms of quality from larger coffee shop chains (eg Costa
Coffee, Starbucks)’, by age, NI and RoI, June 2017

Atmosphere key to three quarters of consumers
Figure 36: Agreement with the statement ‘Atmosphere is important when choosing which hot drink outlet to go to’, by gender, NI and
RoI, June 2017
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